District Equity Audit
Framingham Public Schools
School Committee Packet for the
August 19, 2020 Presentation

Helpful terms and deﬁnitions referenced in this document
The following terms and deﬁnitions are utilized by Framingham Public Schools (FPS) and are provide here to serve as
reference when interpreting this document. For additional terminology, see the Appendix on page 73
Diversity: Groups of individuals reﬂect multiple dimensions of difference including race, ethnicity,
gender, class, sexual orientation, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs, cognitive
styles, and much more. Valuing diversity means embracing and celebrating the rich dimensions of
difference that exist in groups.
Equity: Equity means promoting just and fair inclusion throughout FPS and creating the conditions in
which everyone can participate, prosper and reach his or her full potential.
Inclusion: A value and practice of ensuring that people feel they belong and that their input is
valued by the whole (group, organization, society, system, etc.), particularly regarding decisions
that affect their lives.
Note, throughout this packet, Mass Insight uses the term marginalized student populations to encompass students who
are discriminated against or adversely impacted because of some dimension(s) of their identity.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Understanding equity as a journey, not a destination
FPS recognizes the need to better understand the extent to
which its policies, practices, and behaviors are impacting
students equitably. While this audit provides a current picture
of equity, it is important to realize that achieving equity is an
ongoing journey for an indeterminate time that will require the
engagement of all FPS staff, students, and community
members.
Small changes in everyday practices can alleviate some access
issues, but larger more systemic equity and inclusivity gaps
require a deﬁned collective focus to address over time.
Enacting sustainable change will require ongoing examinations
of how decisions and behaviors impact the educational
experiences of all FPS students, staff, families, and community.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Equity Audit Purpose & Methodology
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Purpose of the FPS Equity Audit

During the 2019-20SY, FPS partnered with Mass Insight Education
& Research to conduct a district equity audit to understand ways
FPS can build upon strengths and align resources to meet the needs
of the diverse FPS student body, staff, and community.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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About Mass Insight Education & Research

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Objectives of the FPS Equity Audit
1

To gather information about the district’s current strengths and
areas for growth relative to diversity, equity, and inclusive practices
and policies

2

To prompt reﬂective conversations about the current status of
diversity, equity, and inclusivity as compared to its desired state

3

To identify opportunities to improve equitable practices
throughout the district by providing recommendations designed to
focus attention and resources to fully support our diverse student,
staff, and community

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Methodology & Modes of Data Collection Overview
The following 8 pages describe the methodology, timeline and process utilized to gather quantitative and qualitative documents and
data sources that Mass Insight examined and conducted during the equity audit. Extensive efforts were made to gather stakeholder
participation, including multiple notiﬁcation methods and deadline extensions.
Given the budget, purpose, and scope of the audit, Mass Insight’s approach was focused on high-level understanding of equity within
FPS by prioritizing stakeholder experience data. The audit did not include classroom observations, an assessment of the quality of
instructional practices, curricular resource analyses, ﬁnancial audit, or an analysis of transportation logistics.
While it is common accountability practice to evaluate schools and districts on quantitatively with student achievement data, our
research approach is inclusive and welcoming of qualitative data to acknowledge the stories, experiences, and holistic story of how
schools and districts engage, communicate with, and provide a learning centered environment to students, in addition to
research-supported best practices. Within our Equity Audit Framework, we utilize a data triangulation method to analyze various data
sources and determine our ﬁndings and recommendations by seeking corroborating and conﬂicting evidence from both qualitative and
quantitative data.
While the audit took place during the COVID-19 pandemic, Mass Insight was able to conduct focus groups and interviews via Zoom
instead of these taking place onsite. We do not feel this approach in any way adversely impacted participation or the integrity of our
process, nor was this mentioned as an issue by any participants.
Note, citations for data in this section are noted with superscripts, which are referenced in the Appendix on page 72.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Methodology & Process
Phase 1: Data Review
& Preparation

Phase 2: Stakeholder
Input

December - February

March- June

Gather and review school- and
district-level data

Administer student, family,
school and district staff surveys

Research and analyze
documents to understand
district context

Conduct district and school
staff, students, families,
community partners, school
committee members

Understand current state of
FPS

interviews and focus groups

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

Phase 3: Analysis &
Report of Findings

June - August
Synthesize and triangulate data
to determine key ﬁndings and
recommendations
Present priority areas to inform
strategic planning
Finalize equity audit report
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Examples of quantitative data and documents that
informed the ﬁndings
Student Experience
➔
➔
➔

➔

Climate surveys
Disaggregated student data
School improvement plans and
performance measures & processes;
data meeting decks
COVID Student engagement data

Curriculum & Assessment
➔

➔
➔

Disaggregated iReady student
assessment data by school, as well as
on-track to graduate indicators
Disaggregated Next Gen MCAS student
assessment data
Curricular matrices and scope &
sequence
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Policies & Operations
➔
➔

Strategic plan
FPS policies for special student populations, discipline,
immigration
➔ Notes and data from Christine Robinson, equity consultant
➔ Central ofﬁce service quality surveys
➔ Organizational chart, FPS budget book, per pupil expenditure
➔ Disaggregated staff data (demographics, turnover, vacancies,
experience, licensure, attendance), grievance data, collective
bargaining agreement, salary schedule
District News
➔ School Committee and subcommittee meeting minutes
➔ News articles about FPS and Framingham
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Efforts to Increase Focus Group and Survey Participation
Mass Insight, with the support of the Ofﬁce of Equity, Diversity & Community Development, made extensive efforts
in a variety of outreach modes to increase representative participation in student, family, and school staff focus
groups and surveys.
● Students were contacted via FPS email about survey and focus group participation from the district ofﬁce, and
principals and teachers were also notiﬁed to increase awareness and participation. Focus groups and surveys
were offered in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.
●

Families were contacted via email, texts, robocalls, and partners (e.g. Framingham Families for Racial Equity,
Bilingual & SPED PACs), and the district posted links to the surveys and focus group sign ups on the FPS
website. Focus groups and surveys were offered in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

●

School staff were contacted via FPS email about survey and focus group participation, the superintendent
bulletin, and from the Framingham Teachers Association.

The timeline for surveys, focus groups, and interviews was adjusted to account for the COVID-19 pandemic, which
impacted the capability of in-person focus groups. Virtual focus groups began in April and ended in mid-June.
Surveys were open for one month, from mid-May to mid-June. The timelines for participation in focus groups and
surveys were extended two weeks, and additional focus group sessions were added.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Student and Family Survey Participation

952
responses

Student survey participation by
language was:
● 91% English speakers
● 4% Spanish speakers
● 5% Portuguese speakers
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

337
responses

Family survey participation by
language was:
● 88% English speakers
● 8% Spanish speakers
● 4% Portuguese speakers
13

School and District Staff Survey Participation

577
responses

Note, school leader survey
participants included principals and
vice principal respondents.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Focus Groups
Middle and High School
Students
Student focus groups were offered over
an extended 3.5 weeks at various times
throughout the day. 16 students

participated.
23 student focus groups were scheduled:
●
11 English-speaking students
(15.3% participation rate in 72 slots)
●
1 Spanish-speaking student (2.1%
participation rate in 48 slots)
●
0 Portuguese speaking student (0%
participation rate in 40 slots)

School Staff
Families
Family focus groups were offered over
an extended 5 weeks at various times
throughout the day, evening, and
weekend. 11 family members

participated.

27 family focus groups were scheduled:
●
8 English-speaking family members
(10% participation rate in 80 slots)
●
2 Spanish-speaking family members
(2.3% participation rate in 88 slots)
●
1 Portuguese-speaking family
member (1.8% participation rate in
55 slots)

Note: elementary student participation would have required family permission slips, and
middle and high school students have multiple school experiences to share.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

7 Teachers’ union representatives (all
school levels represented during 2 focus
group sessions)
22 Teachers and support staff (all school
levels represented during 19 offered focus
group sessions)
17 Vice principals (all schools represented in
3 offered focus group sessions)
13 Principals (all school levels represented
during 3 offered focus group sessions)

Partners and family advocates
12 community partners
2 family advocacy representatives

Interviews
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Superintendent
Assistant Superintendent of Human Resources
Assistant Superintendents of Elementary & Secondary Education
Assistant Superintendent of Equity, Diversity & Community Development
Directors of Early Childhood Education and Early Childhood Alliance
Directors of Special Education and Bilingual Education
Director of Technology and Data Project Manager
Director of Finance & Operations
Director of Health & Wellness
Teachers Union President
FPS School Committee members
Mayor Spicer
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Following data collection, we organize ﬁndings across our
district equity framework to determine priorities and
recommendations
●

●

●

We synthesize the multiple data sources: artifacts,
quantitative FPS district, staff, school and student data,
and qualitative data from focus groups, interviews, and
surveys.
We triangulate data sources and organize ﬁndings utilizing
our district equity framework theory of action elements
and the extent to which evidence meets the
highest-performing descriptor.
We identify recommended priorities that can advance the
district further on its equity journey.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Framework that Framed Data Collection and Analysis
Mass Insight’s District Equity Audit framework contains 11 domains, each with a deﬁnition (see the next
page) and each with a description about how this domain is lived and experienced in highly performing
districts (see Appendix, page 77-80).
It is through the lens of this framework that our data and document collection, focus groups and interviews,
and surveys were conducted and analyzed. From all the evidence gathered, Mass Insight triangulated data to
uncover emerging themes, which are presented in the Discussion of High-Level Priority
Areas & Recommendations section, beginning on page 41.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Framework Domains
Vision, strategy, and culture: Clear vision, strategy and

Talent: Systems and processes to recruit, place, develop, and

manageable set of priorities for the district that recognize the local
environment and district’s capacity for change while promoting a
district-wide culture of inclusiveness, excellence, and high
expectations for all.

retain talented and diverse staff.

Focus on equity: Equity orientation demonstrated by district staff

Stakeholder engagement and communications:
Intentional systems and processes to authentically engage and
communicate with staff, family and community stakeholders.

and modeled by leaders evidenced in policies, structures, systems,
and resources that ensure equitable, high quality education for all
students.

Finance: Alignment of ﬁnancial resources with district,

Organizational clarity and collaboration: Clear school

Data: Data is available and informs decision-making at all

committee and central ofﬁce structures, systems, processes, and
policies that work together to advance the district towards equity
and its vision.

school, and student needs and priorities.

levels of the district and in schools. Data is utilized regularly to
identify and address inequities in the system.

Focus on culturally responsive teaching and learning:

School management: Policies, structures, and systems that

Curriculum, materials, tools and supports that help school leaders,
teachers and other school staff constantly improve and reﬁne
standards-based instructional practice.

create the conditions needed for school success, maintain
accountability for results, and enable effective school leaders.

Student Readiness to Learn: District policies, systems, and
practices enable schools and staff to establish safe, positive, and
inclusive learning environments, and proactively address student
non-academic needs.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

Central services and operations: Effective delivery of
services to schools, allowing school-based educators to focus
on teaching and learning.

FPS by the Numbers
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Before jumping to the priorities, let’s review the current
state of FPS.
9,088 Students Enrolled1

14 Schools3

Student enrollment since 2014 has
increased by 808 students or 9.7%

1 preschool
9 elementary schools (K-5)
3 middle schools (6-8)
1 high school (9-12)

9-Member School Committee3

District Accountability Status1:
Substantial Progress Toward
Targets

2-year terms
Mayor is ex-ofﬁcio member

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

District not requiring assistance or
intervention

Student/Teacher Ratio4 12.7:1
696.5 FTE
1,306 employees

FY20 Proposed District
Budget4: $139,096,821
4.57% increase from FY19
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FPS has a diverse student population1.

FPS had a comparable population of economically disadvantaged students
in SY 19-20 as compared to the state. It has a slightly higher percentage of
students with disabilities (SWDs) than the state percentage - 21.8%
compared to 18.4%.
FPS had a greater proportion of Hispanic students in
SY19-20 than the state average - 32.1% compared to
21.6% - as well as multi-race, non-hispanic students 4.4% compared to 3.9%.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

FPS had 25.1% ELLs in SY19-20, over double that of the state average of
10.8%. Students who had a ﬁrst language not English was signiﬁcantly
higher than the state percentage as well - 47.2% compared to 23.0%. And
subsequently had a higher high needs population of 61.2% compared to
the state’s percentage of 48.7%.
22

FPS staff demographics do not yet reﬂect student demographics1

Although the district has seen an increase in the percentage of non-white educators, it is struggling to make
signiﬁcant shifts in having a staff representative of FPS students. Over the last 3 years, the percentage of white staff
has remained consistent with just a slight decrease from 2018-2019.
Data on the linguistic diversity of staff was not available.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

The 5-year enrollment trends1 indicate that Hispanic student
enrollment is continuing to increase.

Enrollment trends over the last 5
years show an increase of more
than 6% for Hispanic students and
a decrease of more than 6% for
white students. Asian students
show a slight decrease (1.1%) while
African American/Black students,
Native American students, Native
Hawaiian or Paciﬁc Island students,
and Multi-race non-Hispanic
students enrollment was relatively
stable.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Most special populations1 of students are also increasing.
Over the last 5 years, the student population
in FPS has changed. Notably, ELLs have
increased by 6.5% and account for 25.1% of
the student population (roughly 2,281
students); the number of economically
disadvantaged students has increased by
10.9% and accounts for 38.8% of the student
population (roughly 3526 students); and the
number of SWDs has decreased by 2% and
accounts for 21.8% of the student
population (roughly 1981 students). These
changes indicate an overall increase of 7.4%
of students classiﬁed as high needs within
FPS.
The growing population in FPS has also
increased the number of dual identiﬁed
students: students classiﬁed as both ELLs
and SWDs. In SY2019-20, 463 students
were dual identiﬁed.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

FPS offers school choices3, and the location of those schools
impacts community perception of school quality.
Families in FPS have enrollment choice for their child’s
elementary school, a program designed in the late 90s to address
racially imbalanced schools. The program ran successfully until
the early 2000s, when state funding was eliminated. Since that
time, school choice has been more about the programmatic
options available at schools, which has caused racial
disproportionality and a complicated feeder system.
Students attending an out-of neighborhood elementary school
are provided busing to their school of attendance. As the map
indicates, the majority of schools in FPS are north of route 9,
which results in long bus rides for many students and
complicated transportation scenarios. Audit participants share
that a common perception is that schools south of route 9 are of
lower quality than those north of route 9. The same areas also
reﬂect community disparities in both ethnic/racial diversity and
socio-economic status.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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FPS schools are organized into support tiers based on academic performance
levels1,5. Schools offer a variety of program choices.
PRE K-ELEMENTARY
Tier I
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

BLOCKS Preschool
Dunning Elementary
Hemenway Elementary
King Elementary
Stapleton Elementary (Title I)
Potter Road Elementary **

MIDDLE SCHOOL
Tier I
➢
Cameron Middle
➢
Walsh Middle
Tier II
➢
Fuller Middle (Title I): Targeted support designation *

Tier II
➢
Barbieri Elementary (Title I) *

HIGH SCHOOL
➢

Tier III
➢
Wilson Elementary (Title I) **
➢
Brophy Elementary (Title I) *
➢
McCarthy Elementary (Title I)

Framingham High*
○
Thayer Campus (Alternative Education Site)

Note: * indicates Dual Language Spanish Program and ** indicates Dual Language Portuguese Program
Tiers are an FPS designation that determines the extent of support from the Ofﬁce of Teaching and Learning. Tier II schools have pre-turnaround action
plans and Tier III schools have collective turnaround action plans.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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School populations of ELLs and SWDs1,2 varies depending on special
programs offered.
School (SY19-20)

ELLs

SWDs

Special Programs

Barbieri ES

25.1%

19.0%

DD, II, Multi, Dual Language Spanish

Brophy ES

45.5%

16.0%

Dual Language Spanish

Dunning ES

19.5%

22.0%

ASD

Hemenway ES

18.5%

19.8%

DD

King ES

18.1%

14.6%

ASD

McCarthy ES

28.8%

28.2%

LD

Potter Road ES

32.6%

10.0%

Dual Language Portuguese

Stapleton ES

19.4%

28.4%

ED

Wilson ES

66.7%

9.4%

Dual Language Portuguese

Cameron MS

11.2

26.6%

ED, LD, Multi

Fuller MS

42.1%

24.8%

II, ASD

Walsh MS

5.9%

25.0%

LD

Framingham HS

15.7%

18.0%

II, ASD, ED

Key: Developmental Delay (DD); Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD); Multiple Disabilities (Multi);
Intellectually Impaired (II); Learning/Language Disability (LD); Emotional Disability (ED)
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

Shaded squares indicate
schools with >20% ELL or
SWD populations.
Most schools with higher
ELL and SWD populations
have special programs to
meet students’ learning
and language
development needs.
All schools offer inclusion,
resource setting, and
related special education
supports, in addition to
any special programs
listed.

Over the past 5 years, FPS schools have seen an increase in
chronic absenteeism1.
The chronic absenteeism rate for MA in SY
2018-19 was 12.9%, compared to FPS’s
chronic absenteeism rate of 14.4%. Chronic
absenteeism in FPS is higher than the state
averages for all student subgroups except
for Asian, African American/Black, and
White students.
Student attendance in FPS, while not
presented, averages 94.4% overall, which is
comparable to the state’s average
attendance rate of 94.6%. No student
subgroups’ average attendance varies more
than 2% lower than the district average.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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District discipline rates1 are steady over the past 3 years, yet disparities
among student subgroups exist, particularly for SWDs.

The discipline rate for students with disabilities was 5% higher than the district, high school, and middle school averages for the
last 3 years. High school average rates for economically disadvantaged students, Hispanic/Latino students and middle school
average rates for English language learners and Hispanic/Latino students were also higher.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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FPS dropout rates1 are nearly double that of the state average, especially
for marginalized students.
3.3% of FPS students dropped out in
SY18-19, as compared to 1.8% in MA.
In FPS, student subgroups with rates
higher than the district average were
high needs (6.0%), economically
disadvantaged (6.2%), ELLs (3.7%),
SWDs (4.0%), Hispanic or Latino
students (6.7%), and males (4.2%).
The majority of dropouts occur during
10th and 11th grades, with high needs
students, economically disadvantaged,
and Hispanic/Latino students making
up the greatest percentage of student
dropouts across grade levels.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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4-year graduation rates1, as with dropout rates, demonstrate signiﬁcant
disproportionality for many marginalized student subgroup populations.
FPS graduation rates were steady
over the last 5 years, averaging about
5% lower than the average
graduation rate in MA. Asian
students, white students, and
females consistently graduate at a
higher rate than all other student
subgroups and the district average.
Noticeably, ELLs graduate at a rate
30% less than the district average;
SWDs at a rate 16% less than the
district average; Hispanic/Latino
students at a rate 16% less than the
district average; and multi-race
non-Hispanic/Latino students at a
rate 23% less than the district
average.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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5-year graduation rates1 also demonstrate disproportionality for many
marginalized student subgroup populations; yet smaller gaps than 4-year
graduation rates.
FPS 5-year graduation rates were
steady over the last 5 years,
averaging about 5% lower than the
statewide average. Asian students,
white students, and females
consistently graduate at a higher
rate than all other student subgroups
and the district average.
5-year ELLs graduate at a rate 18%
less than the district average, which
is 12% higher than 4-year graduating
ELLs. 5-year SWDs graduate at a rate
12% less than the district average,
which is 4% higher than 4-year
graduating students with disabilities.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Enrollment in advanced academic courses2 indicates disproportionality
for most marginalized student populations.

There are 507 students enrolled in Advanced Placement
courses; of those, 0.4% are English language learners.

There are 939 students enrolled in honors courses; of
those, 0.3% are English language learners.

Due to the FPS student racial designation, students with multiple racial/ethnic identiﬁcation were marked as multiracial.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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10th grade MCAS results1 indicate many student subgroups perform lower
than other student subgroups and FPS and state averages, especially ELLs,
SWDs, and homeless students.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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8th grade MCAS results1 also indicate many student subgroups perform lower
than other student subgroups and FPS and state averages, especially ELLs,
SWDs, and homeless students.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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5th grade MCAS results1 indicate many student subgroups perform lower than
other student subgroups and FPS and state averages, especially ELLs, SWDs,
and homeless students.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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3rd grade MCAS results1 indicate many student subgroups perform lower
than other student subgroups and FPS and state averages, especially ELLs
and SWDs.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Why we examined MCAS achievement trends in 10th, 8th,
5th, and 3rd grades
3rd and 10th grade MCAS assessments are the ﬁrst and last given to students during the K-12
experiences for state accountability purposes, and 5th and 8th grades represent critical transition
times at the end of elementary and middle school.
Research indicates 3rd grade reading success is a predictive variable affecting high school completion
(Hanover Research, 2014). As such, working backwards from high school graduation data to 3rd
grade reading success in particular, theoretically demonstrates discrepancies throughout students’
time in FPS. As the previous 4 slides indicate quantitatively with MCAS results, English language
learners and students with disabilities score lower (fewer exceed or meet expectations) as compared
with all other student subgroups: a trend that continues through middle and high school that is also
reﬂected in FPS graduation rates.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Student engagement2 during COVID-19 pandemic; teacher-provided ratings
show student participation decreased over a 6-week period.
●
●

●

●
●

FPS distributed 3318 laptops and 382 hotspots for students to
engage in remote learning.
Elementary engagement was measured by the level of
participation in remote learning experiences (full, partial, etc.),
while middle/high school engagement was measured by the
number of times students participated in a course each week.
Elementary students partially engaged in the remote learning
experience over the course of 6 weeks, as rated by teachers
using the FPS scale.
Across middle schools, students engaged in each of their courses
1-2 times per week, as rated by teachers using the FPS scale.
High school students engaged in each of their courses 1-1.5
times per week, as rated by teachers using the FPS scale. High
school student engagement dropped for all grade levels and
student subgroups throughout the 6-week period engagement
was monitored.

Notes: The Equity Audit did not focus on the manner in which the COVID-19 pandemic impacted education within FPS. This data is
included at the request of central ofﬁce administrators.
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Discussion of High-Level Priority
Areas & Recommendations

41

About the Priority Areas and Recommendations
The Equity Audit ﬁndings were gathered using the Mass Insight Equity Audit framework. The eight Priority Areas
and Recommendations detailed on the following slides emerged as data from focus groups, interviews, surveys, and
documents were triangulated to uncover themes across stakeholders and data sources.
For each Priority Area, four descriptions are provided:
● Foundations to build upon describe strengths - the work FPS has already started or established, upon which
next steps and recommendations can be built and expanded.
● Opportunities present gaps or challenges that if addressed would further FPS’s approach to becoming a more
inclusive and equitable system for all students, staff, families, and the community. Opportunities present areas
that if addressed would further FPS on its journey to becoming more inclusive and equitable.
Each Priority Area also includes a high-level recommendation including:
● Rationale describing why the opportunities are important to address.
● Questions to Consider for Next Steps provide a key questions for district leaders to consider in determining next
steps to ensure a more equitable school experience for students, staff, and the FPS community.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Priority 1: Continue building shared commitment and
ownership of equity work across the district
Foundations to build upon:
● Audit participants recognize the need for an equity audit to better understand the extent to which equitable
policies, practices, and behaviors are supporting students, staff, and the FPS community
● There is buy-in for equity work in the district as evidenced by a majority of focus group participants
acknowledging the importance of equity in FPS
● Establishment of the Ofﬁce of Equity, Diversity, and Community Development (OEDCD) to support this work
● New processes in place to identify and address issues of racism, bias, and inclusion - the OEDCD implemented
an anonymous reporting system for all district stakeholders to submit evidence of seen and experienced bias
and misconduct in the district.
● Resources, time, and support for this equity audit to understand FPS community experiences the desire to use
ﬁndings to inform the strategic plan
67% of central ofﬁce respondents, 84% of school leaders, and 58% of school staff agree or
somewhat agree that “The district is preparing all students for success in their chosen
colleges and/or careers.” 33.5% of all respondents somewhat disagree or disagree.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research
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Priority 1 Recommendation: Explicitly embed an equity lens
in all policies, practices, and collaborative decision making
Opportunities:
● Central ofﬁce has an opportunity to identify student and school needs and prioritize
supports to decrease inequities, particularly for students with disabilities, ELLs, and
Hispanic/Latino students..
● There is an opportunity to examine the capacity of the OEDCD as the district expands its
focus on ensuring inclusive policies, practices, and behaviors at the district and school
levels.
● For the district to advance its focus on equity, equity should be acknowledged as the work
of everyone - beyond the OEDCD
● As the equity audit is shared with the FPS community, there is an opportunity to continue
engaging stakeholders - particularly students, family members, and community partners to deepen alliances and a develop a collective approach to making FPS more equitable.
● There is an opportunity to re-introduce the OEDCD to the FPS community so all
stakeholders are informed of its work.

© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

“In order to achieve
equity, we need to
recognize that
inequalities exist and
give more where
more is needed.”
- FPS school staff
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Priority 1 Recommendation: Explicitly embed an equity lens
in all policies, practices, and collaborative decision making
Rationale:
●
“FPS by the Numbers” section indicates that students with disabilities and ELLs are not being well served. Decision making
processes and protocols would help ensure students with the greatest needs are prioritized - namely English language
learners and students with disabilities, as data repeatedly indicates.
●
Some district systems are designed to provide the same support to all schools and/or staff; given the diverse needs of
students and schools a one-size approach can exacerbate inequities.
●
Though a majority of participants acknowledge the importance of equity, not all staff see their individual role in advancing
this work.
●
To increase collective responsibility for equity - leadership at all levels (school committee, district, and schools) must visibly
demonstrate their own commitment and expect it of others. It will be important to ensure leaders are equipped to model
equity-focused behaviors and practices
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
What processes and protocols can the Leadership Team adopt to ensure collective and individual decision making is
reﬂective of a focus on equity, speciﬁcally for students with disabilities and ELLs?
●
What structures can help support all staff develop a sense of collective and personal responsibility for equity and inclusivity?
●
How can the School Committee support building collective and individual responsibility for equity?
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Priority 2: Data to Inform Decision Making
Foundations to build upon:
● FPS has made some recent investments to enhance staff data use, including the recent hire of a Director of
Technology to develop data dashboards to integrate various data information systems and ensure data is
accessible for staff to utilize.
● The senior leadership team monitors student and school performance on a cyclical basis.
● Principals and principal supervisors also engage in ongoing data conversations to monitor student achievement
and progress on school improvement plan goals.
● School leaders and teachers report having access to a lot of data.
● The district invested in the iReady assessment to use as a district diagnostic.

69% of central ofﬁce staff, 88% of school leaders, and 75% of school staff agree or
somewhat agree that “District data systems are used by school and district staff to inform
decisions,” according to survey respondents.
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Priority 2: Data to Inform Decision Making
Opportunities:
● For equity-driven decision making that prioritize students and schools with the greatest
neets, the district needs access to current and longitudinal disaggregated district- and
school-level data.
● As the dashboards go live, opportunities exist to:
○ develop protocols and schedules with the support of the Ofﬁce of Technology for
equity-focused district, school, and classroom data practices to ground all staff in the
analysis and use of data-based decision making,
○ use disaggregated student data to understand where policies and practices are
disproportionately impacting marginalized student subgroups.
● The Director of Technology brings a fresh and experienced lens of data analysis, which can
be leveraged in developing new processes and protocols at the district, school, and
classroom levels.
● There are opportunities for all staff to probe deeper to understand the stories behind the
data (e.g. barriers to student learning, differential impact of curricula, family engagement
among schools, etc.).
© 2020 Mass Insight Education & Research

“The district should
improve processes for
selecting, analyzing,
and managing
disaggregated data.”
-DESE, 2019
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Priority 2 Recommendation: Invest in and utilize a robust and
uniﬁed data system that allows the district to routinely identify,
address, and monitor inequities
Rationale:
●
The district’s ongoing investment in data platform enhancements matters signiﬁcantly for district and school level staff
when analyzing disaggregated student data to identify and address inequities.
●
Accuracy in data gathering and reporting can inform the district of best practices and guide decisions regarding ﬁnances,
stafﬁng, and resources necessary to ensure student success.
●
Stakeholder voice during remote learning and the equity audit provided critical insight to the lived experience of working,
attending, and sending children to school in FPS.
●
While quantitative data is typically sought and used to make decisions in FPS, there are opportunities for the district to
seek and utilize student, family, and school staff input and feedback more to inform decision making, which would develop
a more trusting district culture.
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
What identifying information is collected about students and staff, and how this data is aligned to state reporting
structures for the sake of consistency?
●
How can data systems consistently display disaggregated student data for all analyses purposes?
●
How could the district be more transparent with the FPS community by using a version of the data dashboard publicly to
keep the FPS community informed on district growth and progress?
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Priority 3: Talent Development
Foundations to build upon:
● The district is working to enhance professional development to systematize supports for staff focused on
cultural competency.
● There have been efforts to expand school leader training and development with regards to leadership and
equity focused practices.
● New teachers are paired with trained mentors responsible for new teacher support in their ﬁrst year.
● The workshops held by the Ofﬁce of Teaching and Learning are regarded as helpful and sought after by
educators.
12% of school leaders agree and 40% somewhat agree that “The district is providing staff with
adequate training to understand and foster diversity, equity, and inclusion in their roles.”

“PD could be more differentiated. We would beneﬁt from more PD
related to diversity, equity and inclusion.”
-FPS Staff
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Priority 3: Talent Development
Opportunities:

●

●
●

●

To support the growth of a culturally aware, qualiﬁed, trained, and able workforce, the district has an opportunity to invest
in professional development that enables all staff to adequately support students and families. The structure should be
deﬁned and communicated to all staff, as well as reﬂective of the needs, capacity, and overall investment of the district to
create a culturally responsive and inclusive culture.
It is important for the district to consider training and support for non-instructional staff to have a more equity focused
approach to student and family support.
The district has an opportunity to revise the evaluation process for all staff to embed equity orientation indicators and
feedback. These indicators will assist evaluators in identifying areas of strength and needed professional development or
coaching supports for their staff. These indicators will assist in setting expectations that equity is everyone’s responsibility.
○
Staff share that they do not see the current evaluation process as supportive of their professional needs, and of all
FPS educators, only 79.4% were evaluated in the SY 2017-18, including 83.7% of teachers and 36.8% of
administrators.
There is an acknowledgement by stakeholders that the evaluation process does not fully support the professional
development needs of staff, but there is an opportunity to enhance the structure.
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Priority 3 Recommendation: Invest in explicit, ongoing,
coordinated, equity-focused professional learning for all
district staff
Rationale:
● The district’s educators and staff shared an interest in expanding on their cultural competence skills. By
strengthening the structure and frequency of professional development opportunities, the district will beneﬁt
from a more prepared equity-focused workforce. This training and development will ensure that practices in
and out of the classroom are reﬂective of the commitment FPS has made to its students, staff, families and
community.
● Deﬁning clear cultural competency expectations and including those in the district evaluation system can also
inform professional development and retention efforts.
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
● How can the leadership team strengthen PD so that it includes individual (e.g. coaching, self-paced), targeted
groups, and whole group cultural competence learning for all staff, including for non-instructional staff?
● How can FPS set expectations and provide supports for district staff to maintain an equity lens in the work?
● How might FPS leverage schools, partners, and education servicing organizations’ experience in providing
equity training and support?
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Priority 4: Staff Culture
Foundations to build upon:
● Framingham and the FPS student community are richly diverse across multiple dimensions: race,
ethnicity, gender, class, sexual orientation, age, physical abilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs,
cognitive styles, and much more -- this diversity is recognized as an asset by equity participants
● The district sees the need to create afﬁnity spaces for diverse educators both at the district and school
level, and there are some emerging plans to begin this work.
● School leader focus groups reveal appreciation for DEI trainings because they have allowed for
collaboration and learning regarding inclusive culture in their buildings.
● The district acknowledges the need to build trust, morale, and community to cultivate and retain talent.
● The current superintendent’s tenure has positively changed community perceptions of senior
leadership.
● Individual schools have been successful in creating supportive and inclusive cultures for their staff.

35% of school staff agree; 45% somewhat agree with the statement “District communication and
interactions demonstrate cultural competence and respect for the identities, cultures, and
community norms of district and school staff and families.”
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Priority 4: Staff Culture
Opportunities:
●
Valuing diversity means embracing and celebrating the rich dimensions of differences that exist in groups. The district
must work to build trust, morale, and community to cultivate and retain talent -- focus group and survey data reveal there
is still a need for strengthening trust and morale. .
●
The district has an opportunity to make a conscious effort to also understand instructional and non-instructional staff
(beyond school leadership) needs. For example, staff share that they would welcome more communication from both the
central ofﬁce and school leadership teams around transitions and structural changes.
●
Staff believe investment and engagement in district initiatives can be strengthened by more consistent communication and
follow through on initiatives.
●
There is an opportunity for the district to help leaders work collaboratively across central ofﬁce departments to
authentically engage staff and increase two-way communication.
●
When soliciting feedback from staff, the district has an opportunity to routinely share back what was heard and how
concerns will be addressed. The proposed district data dashboards can support the dissemination of such information and
allow for staff to see how their concerns will be addressed.

“Sometimes it feels like central ofﬁce has forgotten what it is like to
teach students on a daily basis.” - FPS Staff
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Priority 4 Recommendation: Strengthen trust, ensure
stakeholder voice informs decision making, to increase the
sense of belonging and community for all staff, in particular for
diverse staff
Rationale:
●
The constant changes in district and school leadership have diminished trust in the FPS system and result in inconsistent
messaging and limited opportunities for stakeholder involvement.
●
By routinely gauging staff experience data, the district will be able to address non-inclusive practices and enhance morale.
●
Continuing to communicate what is done and why its done will be crucial for building a more trusting staff culture.
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
How can the leadership team help create a welcoming, safe, and inclusive space for all staff? In what ways can district
leadership model inclusive practices?
●
Are there spaces for new and diverse staff to network and build community? How can FPS routinely assess and improve
staff’s sense of belonging in the FPS community?
●
What accountability structures can be adopted to ensure that all staff contribute towards positive and inclusive cultures?
●
How can district and school leaders be trained better understand and address concerns of mistrust and miscommunication
in their respective setting?
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Priority 5: Workforce Diversity
Foundations to build upon:
●
There are efforts by the HR department to increase the quality and diversity of the educator candidate pool.
●
There is a new emphasis on the collection of data (e.g. projections of ELLs, retirees, newcomers, varying programmatic
support staff at schools) to inform hiring needs and resource allocation.
●
The district has expanded its outreach to regional higher education institutions such as Framingham State University to
support the development of educators and staff.
●
There is an interest from diverse support staff to further their education and training to become teachers.
●
To support the linguistic and academic growth of ELL and dual language program participants, the district has established
partnerships with the Brazilian and Spanish governments.
●
There are considerations to develop an internal educator pipeline.
●
Individual schools and district programs have been successful in recruiting and hiring more diverse teams.

“There are many wonderful teachers with all different skills and talents. I wonder
why some of the schools don't have diverse staff-fewer people of color.” -FPS Staff
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Priority 5: Workforce Diversity
Opportunities:
●
While school administrators share that they are eager to have more teachers that look like the students, they describe
not having sufﬁcient pools of diverse candidates to meet those needs. The district can organize a recruitment calendar
that prioritizes high-needs areas (e.g. SpEd, ESL, Spanish, Portuguese and STEAM) and activities that have been found
to yield the most candidates.
●
Accordingly, 29% of Central ofﬁce staff agree; 25% somewhat agree; 0% of principals agree; 29% somewhat agree with
the statement “Recruitment and placement decisions prioritize the lowest-performing schools.”
○
To accommodate for the diverse school needs, the district can evaluate vacancies and use data to drive
prediction to ensure stafﬁng allocations are supportive of program/school needs.
●
To leverage the already existing school hiring systems, there is an opportunity for the district is to equip school leaders
and hiring managers to conduct more equitable hiring practices and adopt a process that vets decisions and ensures
they meet the deﬁned district selection criteria.

Survey responses indicate 12% of school leaders agree and 20% somewhat agree
that “I can select from several quality and diverse candidates for each vacancy”.
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Priority 5: Workforce Diversity
Opportunities:
●
FPS has the opportunity to engage candidates during the application and hiring phase to set the tone for the
district’s investment in prospective staff, and increase the pool of prospective hires.
●
There are some barriers to entering the teaching profession, such as testing or training on specialized subjects
that can be assessed by data and help inform the creation of internal supports and development infrastructure.
●
The district has an opportunity evaluate international partnerships to ensure they are effective and
representative of the students served by the district; it was voiced by all stakeholders that searches should be
prioritized in Latin America and the Caribbean for bilingual educators.
●
To revise the effectiveness of recruitment, selection and hiring practices, the district can gather candidate
feedback on the process to support continuous improvements.
●
The district and leaders can revise the desired district competencies and ensure hiring protocols align to them.

“Our staff does not reﬂect our student body. How can so many POC students
function at a school where the majority of the staff is white?”
-FPS staff
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Priority 5 Recommendation: Redesign recruitment and
hiring practices to obtain a more linguistically, culturally, and
ethnically diverse candidate pool
Rationale- Recruitment:
●
The recruitment strategies used to attract candidates should be reﬂective of the revised district competencies and
focus on equitable recruitment, cultivation and hiring practices.
●
By assessing current partnerships and agreements, the district can determine if they are achieving the desired impact
to have a more linguistically, culturally, and ethnically diverse workforce.
Rationale- Hiring:
●
Better understanding the challenges that diverse candidates face to enter the teaching and FPS system can help the
district create internal support for highly-qualiﬁed and diverse staff who are in the hiring process.
●
An established system that monitors the decision of schools and departments will ensure that there is streamlined
approach to the selection and hiring of candidates.
“The district seems intentional about retaining non-diverse staff as evidenced by recruiting white European
educators versus Caribbean and/or Central/South American educators that more reﬂect our student population.”
-FPS Staff
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Priority 5 Recommendation: Redesign recruitment and hiring practices
to obtain a more linguistically, culturally, and ethnically diverse candidate
pool
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
Recruitment
●
With what frequency will the leadership team evaluate the effectiveness of recruitment efforts? Who will engage in these
conversations?
●
What training and support should FPS provide for school leaders and managers to minimize biases in recruitment and
hiring?
●
How can FPS deﬁne recruitment priorities and strategy to meet the stafﬁng needs of schools and diversity targets? Should
FPS consider creating candidate access to an early hiring pool and resources?
●
How can FPS overcome the sponsorship, visa and licensure restrictions that impede the district from bringing a more
representative and linguistically diverse workforce?
Hiring
●
How can the leadership team regularly examine hiring process to identify and address barriers for diverse candidates?
●
How will FPS routinely spot check processes for bias? What will process include and who will be part of the conversation?
●
What will be the approach to obtain feedback from candidates and improve hiring processes? What accountability
structures are needed to monitor implementation of recommendations?
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Priority 6: Inclusive Curricula & Instruction
Foundations to build upon:
●
There already is development and ongoing revision of K-12 curriculum scopes and sequences for all core content areas,
including a curriculum review schedule.
●
A racial equity course from Framingham State University has led to some FHS teachers integrating more
culturally-responsive books and learning materials in instruction
●
Many teachers express a need for more culturally-inclusive and representative curricula and materials that embrace
multiple dimensions of difference including race, ethnicity, gender, class, sexual orientation, age, physical abilities, religious
beliefs, political beliefs, cognitive styles, etc.
●
There have been recent investments in PBIS and SEL programs to support student behavior and non-academic needs.
●
The majority of student participants report generally feeling safe at school and having an adult staff member in whom they
can go to for support.
●
There is use of a district-wide diagnostic assessment (iReady) to gauge MCAS preparedness.
●
Teachers report having access to a lot of student achievement data.
While 79.7% of district ofﬁce and school leadership survey respondents agree or somewhat
agree that “Curricula and materials are inclusive of students’ cultures, experiences, needs, and
interests,” over 15% of student survey comments were about the curricula not being inclusive
to all races, cultures, and identities.
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Priority 6 Recommendation: Ensure all students have access
to culturally and linguistically responsive curricular materials,
instruction, and appropriate SEL supports
Opportunities:
●
To provide schools with more curricular ﬂexibility to meet the programmatic and academic needs
of their students, the Ofﬁce of Teaching & Learning should vet curricular materials that align to the
FPS scope and sequence and schools’ curricular needs.
●
Moving forward, there’s an opportunity for curriculum reviews to include an explicit focus on
integrating culturally-relevant and linguistically-inclusive objectives, materials, and resources for
all K-12 courses.
●
There are opportunities for the district to prioritize and further invest in addressing students’
behavioral and SEL/non-academic needs (especially students with disabilities, ELLs,
Hispanic/Latino students, and high needs students), so they can fully engage in the learning
process.
●
In addition to PBIS, the district might consider ways a restorative justice approach offers an
equitable and inclusive to addressing student behavior that might beneﬁt student subgroups who
are disproportionately affected by current approaches.
●
There are opportunities to include observation data in classroom-level data conversations,
allowing for more than numbers to inform understandings of student success - particularly
marginalized student populations - and subsequent instructional decisions.
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“I don’t feel that
women’s history,
non-white history, or
LGBTQIA+ history is
discussed enough, nor
are those subjects
reﬂected in our
required literature.”
- FPS student
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Priority 6 Recommendation: Ensure all students have access
to culturally and linguistically responsive curricular materials,
instruction, and appropriate SEL supports
Rationale:
●
Schools do not currently have the ability to select the curricular materials best suited for their school, programmatic, or
student needs. This is a struggle, particularly for Portuguese instructors, who have limited access to curricular materials and
resources in Portuguese, in part due to procurement obstacles.
●
School staff, families, and students all referenced the continued need for student SEL support. The SEL programs in place are
a good start to ensuring students feel safe, valued, and cared for; yet there exists a need for more student non-academic
support in order for all students to be more successful academically.
●
Instructional staff will be better poised to develop and provide culturally-relevant and inclusive curricula after receiving
ongoing equity-focused professional development (see Priority 3).
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
How might curricular scope and sequences include differentiation approaches to support teachers in the delivery of
instruction to a range of student abilities, cultures, and languages?
●
How might community partners be leveraged to collaboratively support greater student SEL needs?
●
What strategies could be implemented at the middle schools and high school to increase marginalized students’ preparation
and representation in and honors courses in high school?
●
How could strategies be redesigned to decrease the dropout rate, especially in grades 10 and 11?
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Priority 7: Special Population Support
Foundations to build upon:
●
Two schools currently offer dual language Spanish programs and two schools offer dual-language Portuguese programs.
Dual language programs are highly praised by staff, students, and families and are sought by many families in the school
choice process.
●
All schools offer sheltered English immersion and bilingual programs to support the district’s growing number of ELLs.
●
All schools’ special education programs include resource, sub-separate, and inclusion classrooms, in addition to
specialized programs.
●
Classroom teachers desire more time to collaborate with special education and multilingual teachers to ensure they are
supporting students appropriately.

Survey responses indicate 29.2% of central ofﬁce,
school leaders, and school staff agree and 44.5%
somewhat agree that “The district provides
equitable, high-quality education for students with
exceptional needs (students with disabilities and
advanced/gifted learners).
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Survey responses indicate 26.6% of central ofﬁce
staff, school leaders, and school staff agree and
39.7% somewhat agree that “The district provides
equitable, high-quality education for English
language learners.”
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Priority 7 Recommendation: Re-examine structures of
support for special student populations
Opportunities:
●
In response to the changing student population’s support needs, FPS has an opportunity to
regularly (e.g. annually) revise stafﬁng structures, teacher capacity, and resource supports for
special student populations, as well as how the Multilingual and SPED Departments work more
collaboratively to support dual-identiﬁed students.
●
There is an opportunity to reexamine the structure, policies, and support within the SPED and
Multilingual Departments, as well as other collaborating district departments and at the school
level, to ensure students with both learning and language deﬁcits are fully supported.
●
FPS needs to explicitly and regularly monitor all ELLs and students with disabilities to decrease
the achievement and opportunity gaps that exist between these students and their grade-level
peers: gaps that exist as early as 3rd grade. Through the use of disaggregated data and ongoing
student evaluation data, staff could better understand what supports are helping special
student populations advance more rapidly than others and emulate those practices throughout
the district.
●
There is an opportunity to reconceptualize how support staff engages families as allies,
particularly those new to special education and those who do not speak English, so they feel
more supported and informed about the decisions being made for their children.
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are misplaced in
their ESL level
because of their
SPED needs. Our
program doesn’t
address that or have
a solution to support
these students.”
- FPS staff
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Priority 7 Recommendation: Re-examine structures of
support for special student populations
Rationale:
●
As the “FPS by the Numbers” section indicated, students with disabilities and ELLs perform signiﬁcantly lower
academically than their peers throughout the K-12 system. Data also indicates that these students have lower
graduation rates and higher dropout rates and discipline rates (ELLs only) than their peers.
●
The call from teachers and families in surveys and focus groups to better support these most vulnerable students is
strong. Survey responses indicate 23.6% of central ofﬁce staff, school leaders, and school staff agree that “Schools have
sufﬁcient and high-quality specialized staff to provide supports to students with speciﬁc needs (students with
disabilities and ELLs), while 30.2% somewhat agree, 23.6% somewhat disagree, and 22.5% disagree.
●
School-based special education staff feel strapped for capacity even when the district is exceeding state stafﬁng
criteria, and Multilingual staff report heavy workloads that frequently include supporting colleagues with translation
support.
●
School staff and families express concern about behavior issues of mis- or undiagnosed special population students.
This is an example of a developing community perception that is rooted in biases toward immigrant populations, and
provides the district and schools with an opportunity to reexamine discipline policies and practices of all staff to ensure
equitable and individualized discipline approaches are recognizing and accounting for the complicated
social-emotional needs of immigrant students beyond their language or learning needs.
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Priority 7 Recommendation: Re-examine structures of
support for special student populations
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
How can the dual-identiﬁcation students be better supported to ensure they receive all necessary learning and
language development support to succeed?
●
How can building-level stafﬁng and budget allocations ﬂexibly support incoming and newly diagnosed students with
disabilities and ELLs who move to FPS throughout the school year?
●
How are other MA districts with rising special student populations designing stafﬁng to best meet the needs of
students?
●
What are alternatives to pulling paraprofessionals from their assigned stafﬁng duties to ﬁll in as substitutes?
●
How can family voice from the equity audit serve as a starting point to design more inclusive and allied approaches to
ensure families feel welcome, informed, and like partners with school staff in their children’s specialized educational
support plans?
●
What professional learning opportunities could further develop classroom teachers instructional practices with special
student populations?
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Priority 8: Family Engagement & Investment
Foundation to build upon:
●
District communicates with families through multiple modalities: email, voice calls, text messages, website posting, and
social media.
●
District communications are all translated to Spanish and Portuguese
●
District translation services also support some school events, such as parent nights, IEP meetings, new student
orientation, and school committee meetings.
●
Families feel communication efforts have greatly improved in the last few years.
●
Families named school newsletters, the Department of Family and Community Engagement, and family social media
groups as additional information sources.
●
Newcomer and ELL families describe the bilingual teachers and the Multilingual Department as primary sources of
information. The Multilingual Department has sponsored home visits to connect ELL families with teachers.

According to survey results, 24% of school leaders agree, 64% somewhat agree, and 12% somewhat disagree
that “Families are leveraged as partners in their child(ren)’s educational experience.” In response to the same
survey item, 30% of school staff agree; 45% somewhat agree; 17% somewhat disagree; 5% disagree.
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Priority 8 Recommendation: Increase opportunities for
families to share their needs and provide feedback that
informs district decisions
Opportunities:
●
While acknowledging that communication has improved, surveyed families express the need for even more two-way
communication and feedback/engagement opportunities at all levels.
●
New communication strategies should include community partner support to help understand and meet the needs of all
students and families, beyond the ones who typically participate in feedback opportunities.
●
There is an opportunity to 1) reevaluate translation needs and support at the school level and 2) reorganize support based
on needs to ensure inclusivity of communication to all families. As the language diversity of FPS continues to grow, the
district will need to consider ways to be more inclusive of all families communication needs.
●
There is an opportunity to increase communication and adopt a partnership approach with families of students with
disabilities.
●
As the district reconsiders approaches to decrease chronic absenteeism and dropouts, there is an opportunity to
intentionally engage families and community partners to better understand the issues contributing to students not
regularly coming to school and determine successful models and approaches that keep students engaged and consistently
attending school.
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Priority 8 Recommendation: Increase opportunities for
families to share their needs and provide feedback that
informs district decisions
Rationale:
●
A further increase of accessible communication for all families will create space for all FPS families
to be heard and enhance sense of belonging
●
While central ofﬁce communication is translated into Spanish and Portuguese, translation support
services are not sufﬁcient at the school level to adequately support the daily translation needs of
staff and leadership, in spite of a protocol to request interpreter or translation support. Staff share
that Spanish and Portuguese-speaking teachers are often tapped to translate school
communication and other teachers’ instructional materials, beyond their own job responsibilities.
●
While some families of students with disabilities shared positive experiences, many others
expressed frustration with the lack of engagement, allyship, and support received. Families not that
the need for advocates (hired external support) to navigate the IEP process has greatly increased,
yet isn’t ﬁnancially feasible for many families.
Questions to Consider for Next Steps:
●
What families are not yet included or actively participating in current communication and feedback
opportunities and why?
●
How can community partners support the district to ensure all voices are sought and represented
to inform decisions, especially those that aren’t currently included?
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Diversity goes beyond
the language. Is the
representation of all our
varied identities and
differences, collectively
and as individuals. We
need to continue to
build an environment of
respect, dignity and
inclusion.
- FPS family member
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Considerations for Ensuring Equity within
the Strategic Plan
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Considerations for Ensuring Equity within the Strategic Plan
1.

How can the school committee ensure FPS’ vision and strategic plan maintain equity at the
center and are informed by students and families?

2.

How can board policies be reviewed routinely to ensure FPS has the necessary conditions
and is fully able to increase diversity and strengthen inclusiveness and equity?
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Appendix
●
●
●

Additional Equity-related Terminology, pages 70-73
Highest Performing District Descriptors, pages 74-77
Citations & References, page 78
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Additional Terminology, pg. 1
Bias: Thoughts and feelings we have, and may not be aware of; implicit biases are preferences or aversions that permeate our world view
without our conscious knowledge and become explicit when openly expressed (blonds have more fun). Implicit Bias are thoughts and
feelings are we are unaware of mistaken about their nature, preferences or aversions to without our conscious knowledge.
Character: (1) Someone’s nature, natural attributes as formed by habit or (2) The expression of unique individuality.
People of color/ Children of color: include those identifying as African American/Black, Latinx, Native American, Asian or Paciﬁc Islander,
and biracial. These identities constitute 30% of the US population and are among the fastest-growing populations in the country. Any child
in this category, born in the US, immigrant, refugee, or temporary resident is included in this category for this purpose.
Class: Relative social status based on income, wealth, race, power, position, occupation and education.
Culture: The way of life of a group of people to assure its adaptation and survival. These groups are distinguished by a set of
unspoken rules that shape values, beliefs, habits, patterns of thinking, behaviors and styles of communication.
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Additional Terminology, pg. 2
Cultural Responsiveness: A set of congruent behaviors, knowledge, will, and skills that enable just and effective work in multicultural
settings. Cultural responsiveness is never fully achieved but is an ongoing process. Cultural responsiveness can be developed by
individuals, organizations, communities and beyond. Individuals develop their cultural responsiveness by building knowledge, values,
skills, and will that help them to:
develop self-awareness and an understanding of one's own culture(s);
understand and appreciate other cultures;
facilitate understanding among people of different cultures;
confront inconsistencies, biases and unconscious assumptions of cultures; and,
act to ensure fairness and access and correct for the results of historic inequities.
Organizations develop their cultural responsiveness by building the knowledge, values, skills, and will of individuals, and building
equitable, accessible and inclusive organizational culture, expectations, policies, structures, systems, and processes.
Discrimination: The act of unequal treatment towards members of social groups. A form of inequality where either non-legal or legal
systems may perpetuate the exclusion of certain groups and is manifest in different ways. Discrimination is the behavioral component, or
differential actions taken toward members of speciﬁc social groups.
Discriminatory practice: May be perpetuated toward a person, group (people living with a (dis)ability, students of color, ELL students,
LGBTQ students) and/or ingrained in institutional practices; no child who is not a US citizen may enroll in a public school is an example of a
potential systemic discriminatory policy.
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Additional Terminology, pg. 3
Prejudice: A pre-judgment or unjustiﬁable, and usually negative, attitude of one type of individual or groups toward another group and its members.
(distaste, fear, repulsion, anger, frustration, pity, etc.)
Race: A socially constructed way of grouping people based on skin color and other apparent physical differences, which has no genetic or scientiﬁc
basis. The concept of race was created and used to justify social and economic oppression of Blacks and other people of color by Whites. Highly
dependent on phenotype, skin color, hair texture, and facial features. (From Race: The Power of an Illusion)
Racial equity: A situation where opportunities include accommodations so that one cannot predict an individual or group’s access to resources or
likelihood of well-being and social status based on their race.
Racial justice: The creation and proactive reinforcement of policies, practices, attitudes, and actions that produce equitable power, access,
opportunities, treatment and outcomes for all people, regardless of race. (Applied Research Center).
Racism: = Prejudice + Power, A form of oppression based on the socially constructed concept of race exercised by the dominant racial group over
non-dominant racial groups. Racism operates on four levels:
1. Internalized Racism is the set of private beliefs, prejudices, and ideas that individuals have about the superiority of Whites and the
inferiority of people of color. Among people of color, it manifests as internalized oppression. Among Whites, it manifests as internalized
racial superiority.
2. Interpersonal Racism is the expression of racism between individuals.
3. Institutional Racism is discriminatory treatment, unfair policies, and practices, inequitable opportunities and impacts within organizations
and institutions, based on race.
4.Structural Racism is a system in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural representations, and other norms work in various, often
reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial group inequality.
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Additional Terminology, pg. 4
Social inequality: A social condition wherein certain populations have unequal status due to gender, religion, ethnicity, race, or other
deﬁning characteristics.
Stereotypes: The cognitive components of attitudes toward a social group consisting of beliefs about what speciﬁc groups are like
(Steele, 2011).
Systemic discrimination: Creates primary and suppressed groups who differ in levels of power (prestige, visibility, attention, social, and
personal) and access to attention, resources, and services (e.g. tutoring, opportunities, promotion, time in a system).
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Mass Insight’s Highest Performing District Descriptors, pg. 1
Vision, Strategy & Culture: District leadership sets high expectations for both achievement of all students and school and district staff
performance. An inclusive organizational culture embodies district values at every level. The district has a strategic plan with a limited
number of priorities that are aligned to the district mission and vision, address documented district challenges, recognize and address local
conditions and explicitly address gaps and disparities in student performance. School, district and community stakeholders understand
plan priorities and believe that implementing the plan will improve district performance. Each strategy has a clear theory of action that
describes the change and expected impact. The district has a process for managing and monitoring plan implementation and tracking and
reporting on impact.
Focus on Equity: The district is committed to the success of all students, and staff believe that all students can succeed. In addition to
complying with laws and regulations, the district ensures that services for students with special needs are of the highest quality. District
policy and practice also recognize that historically marginalized students have had less access to equitable education opportunities and
therefore intentional steps are routinely taken and monitored to address disparities. This includes equitable resource allocation,
dismantling inequitable systems, providing necessary training for staff, and fostering inclusion at every level to ensure high quality
education and outcomes for all students. District leadership models this focus on equity, identiﬁes and implements priorities and
initiatives to address equity, and establishes accountability structures to sustain a focus on equity.
Organizational Clarity & Collaboration: The district, including the school committee, recognizes that schools are where student learning
takes place and organizes itself to meet the needs of all students and schools. Central ofﬁce departments recognize their role in ensuring
equity across the system, have clear structures, systems, processes, policies for addressing school and student needs and inequities, and
coordinate services to schools across ofﬁces. The school committee and central ofﬁce regularly examine systems, structures, policies, and
practices to identify and address inequities and biases.
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Mass Insight’s Highest Performing District Descriptors, pg. 2
Focus on Culturally Responsive Teaching & Learning: The district has a vision and plan for ensuring high-quality instruction for all students in
all schools. It ensures that students have access to high-quality, standards-based, culturally-responsive curricula and materials for all
subjects that are inclusive of students’ cultures, experiences, needs, and interests. The district ensures schools have assessments that are
aligned with standards and the curriculum and ensures teachers have the time, support and protocols needed to use assessment data to
inform their instruction. The district also ensures equitable access and opportunity for students to receive the necessary academic
interventions, enrichment and remediation programming, and other supports to ensure success of all students.
Student Readiness to Learn: The district ensures implementation of culturally responsive and equitable student behavior and support
policies, procedures, and practices to create positive and inclusive learning environments. As a result, students and teachers feel safe,
valued, cared for, challenged and supported at school. There are systems to identify and address student needs and challenges including
attendance, socio-emotional development, and behavior needs. The district also develops partnerships to connect families with resources
and services to ensure all students can engage in learning.
Talent: District systems ensure students have access to diverse, highly effective teachers and leaders. The district accurately forecasts
talent needs and has plans in place for recruiting so that principals can select from several strong, diverse candidates for each opening. The
district supports new teachers with induction and extra support during their ﬁrst two years in the classroom. District-sponsored
professional development is practice-based and differentiated to meet teacher needs. Staff have access and participate in professional
development offerings related to diversity, equity and inclusion. Evaluation of all staff focuses on building on strengths and addressing
development areas to improve performance. The district used evaluation data to identify, develop and retain the highest performers.
There are intentional efforts to retain diverse staff (staff of color, immigrant staff, LGBTQA+, staff with disabilities, bilingual, etc.). The
district also has systems for identifying and developing potential school leaders—principals, assistant principals, instructional coaches and
department chairs. The district’s talent ofﬁce collects and uses data to manage its work.
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Mass Insight’s Highest Performing District Descriptors, pg. 3
Stakeholder Engagement & Communication: The district has multiple strategies for communicating and engaging with stakeholders
including teachers, families, students, community leaders and other staff, and stakeholder perspectives inform district decisions. District
interactions and communication with stakeholders demonstrate cultural competence and respect for the identities, cultures, and
community norms of district and school staff and families. The district surveys stakeholders families and teachers annually and publishes
and uses the information to get better.
Finance: The district budget directs ﬁnancial resources equitably toward school and student needs and priorities. The school and district
budgeting processes are clear and transparent and engage relevant internal and external stakeholders. Projections of revenues and
expenses are reliable, and the great majority of funds follow students. Flexible Title funds are used strategically to address student needs.
Principals have sufﬁcient understanding and control over their budgets so they can allocate resources to meet school needs.
Data: The district uses data to drive decisions. District information systems are accessible and accurate and used by school and district
staff to inform decisions. Student performance and progress of all students is regularly monitored. The district regularly disaggregates and
examines student data by subgroups at district and school levels to identify and address disparities. District-wide performance measures
are used to monitor, identify, and address inequities and disparities in the system.
School Management: The district ensures principals have support for developing coherent school improvement plans that address the root
causes of low performance. Principal supervisors have a positive relationship with principals that is focused on results. They understand
the strengths and challenges of the schools they supervise and help their principals develop and implement their improvement plans.
District policies and procedures encourage principal supervisors and district ofﬁces to differentiate both district supports and conditions
to meet school needs. Principals are held accountable for both the implementation of their plans and the achievement of their students
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Mass Insight’s Highest Performing District Descriptors, pg. 4
Central Services & Operations: There is a shared belief that the primary function of the district ofﬁce is to serve the schools. Both school and
district ofﬁce staff are clear about who makes what decisions and who is responsible for what. The district uses key performance
indicators, including input from school staff, to measure the effectiveness of district ofﬁce functions. Both internal and external service
providers are accountable for the quality of their services, and budget and contract decisions are informed by the performance data.
School-based staff can access appropriate central ofﬁce staff with questions and concerns, and service requests are addressed quickly.
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